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ABSTRACT

Reduced-reference (RR) image quality measures aim to predict the visual quality of distorted images with only
partial information about the reference images. In this paper, we propose an RR image quality assessment
method based on a natural image statistic model in the wavelet transform domain. We use the Kullback-Leibler
distance between the marginal probability distributions of wavelet coefficients of the reference and distorted
images as a measure of image distortion. A generalized Gaussian model is employed to summarize the marginal
distribution of wavelet coefficients of the reference image, so that only a relatively small number of RR features
are needed for the evaluation of image quality. The proposed method is easy to implement and computationally
efficient. In addition, we find that many well-known types of image distortions lead to significant changes in
wavelet coefficient histograms, and thus are readily detectable by our measure. A Matlab implementation of the
method has been made available online at http://www.cns.nyu.edu/~lcv/rriqa/.

1. INTRODUCTION

Objective image quality assessment models typically require the access to a reference image that is assumed to
have perfect quality. In practice, such full-reference (FR) methods may not be applicable because the reference
image is often not available. On the other hand, no-reference (NR) or “blind” image quality assessment is an
extremely difficult task. Most proposed NR quality metrics are designed for one or a set of predefined specific
distortion types1–7 and are unlikely to generalize for evaluating images degraded with other types of distortions.
In real-world applications, they are useful only when the types of distortions between the reference and distorted
images are fixed and known. Although there is a strong need of NR quality assessment methods that are
applicable to a wide variety of distortions, no such method, to the best of our knowledge, has been proposed and
extensively tested.

Reduced-reference (RR) image quality metrics provide a solution that lies between FR and NR models.
They are designed to predict the perceptual quality of distorted images with only partial information about the
reference images. Recently, the video quality experts group8 has included RR image/video quality assessment as
one of its directions for future development. RR methods are useful in a number of applications. For example, in
real-time visual communication systems, they can be used to track image quality degradations and control the
streaming resources. Figure 1 shows how an RR quality analysis system may be deployed. The system includes
a feature extraction process at the sender side and a feature extraction/quality analysis process at the receiver
side. The extracted RR features usually have a much lower data rate than the image data and are typically
transmitted to the receiver through an ancillary channel∗.9 Although it is often assumed that the ancillary
channel is error-free, this is not an absolutely necessary requirement since even partly decoded RR features may
still be helpful in evaluating the quality of the distorted image, though the accuracy may be severely affected.

A successful RR quality assessment method must achieve a good balance between the data rate of RR features
and the accuracy of image quality prediction. On the one hand, with a high data rate, one can include a large
amount of information about the reference image, leading to more accurate estimation of distorted image quality,

∗Another choice is to send the RR features in the same channel as the images being transmitted. In that case, a better
protection (e.g., through error control coding) of the RR features than the image data is usually needed.
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Figure 1. Deployment of reduced-reference image quality assessment system.

but it becomes a heavy burden to transmit the RR features to the receiver. On the other hand, a lower data
rate makes it easier to transmit the RR information, but harder for accurate quality estimation.

In this paper, we propose an RR quality assessment method based on a natural image statistic model in
the wavelet transform domain. The basic assumption behind natural image statistics-based approaches is that
most real-world image distortions disturb image statistics and make the distorted image “unnatural”. The
unnaturalness measured based on models of natural image statistics can then be used to quantify image quality
degradation. In particular, here we observe that the marginal distribution of the wavelet coefficients within a
given subband changes in different ways for different types of image distortions. We then use an information
distance measure between probability distributions to quantify such changes and examine if this provides a useful
quality measurement of images through comparisons with subjective image quality evaluations. Since no specific
distortion model is assumed, the proposed method is potentially useful for a wide range of distortion types.

2. METHOD

2.1. Motivation

Wavelet transforms provide a convenient framework for localized representation of signals simultaneously in
space and frequency. They have been widely used to model the processing in the early stages of biological visual
systems and have also become the preferred form of representations for many image processing and computer
vision algorithms. In recent years, natural image statistics have played an important role in the understanding
of sensory neural behaviors of the human visual system.10 In the image processing literature, statistical prior
models of natural images have been employed as fundamental ingredients in many image coding and estimation
algorithms.11 They have also been used for image quality assessment purposes.6, 12

Figure 2 shows the histograms of the coefficients computed from one of the wavelet subbands in a steerable
pyramid decomposition13 (a type of redundant wavelet transform that avoids aliasing in subbands). It has been
pointed out that the marginal distributions of such oriented bandpass filter responses of natural images are
highly kurtotic (with sharp peaks at zero and much longer tails than Gaussian density, as demonstrated in Fig.
2(a)) and have a number of important implications to sensory neural coding of natural visual scene.14 It was
demonstrated that many natural looking texture images can be synthesized by matching the histograms of the
filter responses of a set of well-selected bandpass filters.15, 16 Psychophysical visual sensitivity to histogram
changes of wavelet-textures had also been studied.17 In Fig. 2, it can be seen that the marginal distribution
of the wavelet coefficients changes in different ways for different types of image distortions. Such histogram
changes in images contaminated with white Gaussian noise have been observed previously and used for image
denoising.18–21

2.2. Distortion Measure

Let p(x) and q(x) denote the probability density functions of the wavelet coefficients in the same subband of two
images, respectively. Let x = {x1, ..., xN} be a set of N randomly and independently selected coefficients. The
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Figure 2. Comparisons of wavelet coefficient histograms (solid curves) calculated from the same horizontal subband in
the steerable pyramid decomposition.13 (a) original (reference) “buildings” image (cropped for visibility); (b) JPEG2000
compressed image; (c) white Gaussian noise contaminated image; (d) Gaussian blurred image. The histogram of the
original image coefficients can be well fitted with a generalized Gaussian density model (dashed curves).



log-likelihoods of x being drawn from p(x) and q(x) are

l(p|x) =
1
N

N∑
n=1

log p(xn) and l(q|x) =
1
N

N∑
n=1

log q(xn) , (1)

respectively. The difference of the log-likelihood (or equivalently, the log-likelihood-ratio) between p(x) and q(x)
is

l(p|x)− l(q|x) =
1
N

N∑
n=1

log
p(xn)
q(xn)

. (2)

Now assume that p(x) is the true probability density distribution of the coefficients. Based on the law of large
numbers, when N is large, the difference of the log-likelihoods (or equivalently, the log-likelihood-ratio) between
p(x) and q(x) asymptotically approaches the Kullback-Leibler distance22 (KLD) between p(x) and q(x):

l(p|x)− l(q|x) −→ d(p‖q) =
∫

p(x) log
p(x)
q(x)

dx . (3)

In previous work, a number of authors have pointed out the relationship between KLD and log-likelihood function
and used KLD to compare images, mainly for classification and retrieval purposes.23–26 KLD has also been used
to quantify the distributions of image pixel intensity values for the evaluation of compressed image quality.27, 28

In this paper, we use KLD to quantify the difference of wavelet coefficient distributions between a distorted
image and a perfect quality reference image. We then examine how this quantity correlates with perceptual
image quality for a wide range of distortion types.

Assume that p(x) and q(x) are associated with the reference and distorted images, respectively. To estimate
the KLD between them, the coefficient histograms of both the reference and distorted images must be available.
The latter can be easily computed from the received distorted image. The difficulty is in obtaining the coefficient
histogram of the reference image at the receiver side. On the one hand, if the histogram bin size is small, the
bandwidth required to transmit the RR features is very demanding. On the other hand, if the histogram bin
size is large, the estimation accuracy of KLD would be significantly affected. In any case, depending on the
application environment, transmitting all the histogram bins as RR features may not be a realistic choice.

One important discovery in the literature of natural image statistics is that the marginal distribution of the
coefficients in individual wavelet subbands can be well-fitted with a 2-parameter generalized Gaussian density
(GGD) model18, 20, 29, 30:

pm(x) =
β

2αΓ(1/β)
e−(|x|/α)β

, (4)

where Γ(a) =
∫∞
0

ta−1e−tdt (for a > 0) is the Gamma function. This model provides a very efficient means to
summarize the coefficient histogram of the reference image, so that only two model parameters {α, β} need to
be transmitted to the receiver. Such an efficient representation of wavelet coefficient histograms has been used in
previous work for image compression30 and texture image retrieval.26 In addition to the two model parameters,
here we also include the prediction error as a third RR feature parameter, which is defined as the KLD between
pm(x) and p(x):

d(pm‖p) =
∫

pm(x) log
pm(x)
p(x)

dx. (5)

In practice, this quantity has to be evaluated numerically using histograms:

d(pm‖p) =
L∑

i=1

Pm(i) log
Pm(i)
P (i)

, (6)

where P (i) and Pm(i) are the normalized heights of the i-th histogram bins, and L is the number of bins in the
histograms.
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Figure 3. Feature extraction system at the sender side.

At the receiver side, we first compute the KLD between pm(x) and q(x):

d(pm‖q) =
∫

pm(x) log
pm(x)
q(x)

dx. (7)

Different from the sender side, here we do not fit q(x) with a GGD model (If we do, then the KLD between
the two GGD distributions can be calculated analytically26). The main reason is that a distorted image may
not be a “natural” image anymore, and thus may not be well-fitted with a GGD model. Therefore, we extract
the histogram bins of the wavelet coefficients as the features at the receiver side and use them to numerically
(similar to Eq. (6)) evaluate d(pm‖q). The KLD between p(x) and q(x) are then estimated as

d̂(p‖q) = d(pm‖q)− d(pm‖p) . (8)

It can be easily shown that

d̂(p‖q) =
∫

pm(x) log
p(x)
q(x)

dx . (9)

The estimation error is:

d(p‖q)− d̂(p‖q)
= d(p‖q)− [ d(pm‖q)− d(pm‖p) ]

=
∫

[p(x)− pm(x)] log
p(x)
q(x)

dx . (10)

This error is small when pm(x) and p(x) are close, which is true for typical natural images, as demonstrated
in Fig. 2(a). With the additional cost of sending one more parameter d(pm‖p), Eq. (9) not only gives a more
accurate estimator of d(p‖q) than Eq. (7), but also provides a useful feature that when there is no distortion
between the original and received images (which implies p(x) = q(x) for all x), both the targeted distortion
measure d(p‖q) and estimated distortion measure d̂(p‖q) are exactly zero. Note that this is in general not true
for Eq. (7).

Finally, the overall distortion between the distorted and reference images is defined as:

D = log2

(
1 +

1
D0

K∑

k=1

|d̂k(pk‖qk)|
)

, (11)

where K is the number of subbands, pk and qk are the probability density functions of the k-th subbands in the
reference and distorted images, respectively, d̂k is the estimation of the KLD between pk and qk, and D0 is a
constant used to control the scale of the distortion measure.
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Figure 4. Steerable pyramid decomposition13 of image (highpass residual band not shown). A set of selected subbands
(marked with dashed boxes) are used for GGD feature extraction.

2.3. Implementation

The feature extraction system for the reference image at the sender side is illustrated in Fig. 3. We first apply a
3-scale, 4-orientation steerable pyramid wavelet transform13 to decompose the image into 12 oriented subbands
(4 for each scale) and a highpass and a lowpass residual subbands. Six (2 for each scale) of the 12 oriented
subbands are selected for feature extraction, as demonstrated in Fig. 4. The major purpose of selecting only a
subset of all the subbands is to reduce the data rate of RR features†. For each selected subband, the histogram
of the coefficients is computed and its feature parameters {α, β, d(pm‖p)} are then estimated using a gradient
descent algorithm to minimize the KLD between p(x) and pm(x). This results in a total of 18 extracted scalar
features for each reference image that can be used for RR image quality assessment. These RR features are
further quantized to finite precision. Specifically, both β and d(pm‖p) are quantized into 8-bit precision, and α
is represented using 11-bit floating point, with 8 bits for mantissa and 3 bits for exponent. In summary, a total
of (8 + 8 + 8 + 3)× 6 = 162 bits are used to represent the RR features.

Figure 5 shows the reduced-reference quality analysis system at the receiver side. The same wavelet transform
as the sender side is first applied to the distorted image, and the coefficient histograms of the corresponding
subbands are computed. To numerically evaluate d(pm‖q) at each subband, the subband histogram is compared
with the histogram calculated from the corresponding RR features {α, β} about the reference image. The third
RR feature, d(pm‖p), is then subtracted from this quantity (as of Eq. 8) to estimate d(p‖q). Finally, at the
distortion pooling stage, the KLDs evaluated at all subbands are combined using Eq. (11) to provide a single
distortion measure.

3. TEST

We use the LIVE database31 to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. The database contains 29
high-resolution (typically 768×512) original images altered with five types of distortions at different distortion
levels. The distorted images were divided into seven datasets. Datasets 1 (87 images) and 2 (82 images) are
JPEG2000 compressed images; Datasets 3 (87 images) and 4 (88 images) are JPEG compressed images; and

†In our current test, selecting the other six oriented subbands or all the 12 oriented subbands gives similar overall
performance for image quality prediction.
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Figure 5. Quality analysis system at the receiver side.

Datasets 5, 6 and 7 (each containing 145 images) are distorted with white Gaussian noise, Gaussian blur, and
transmission errors in the JPEG2000 bitstream using a fast-fading Rayleigh channel model, respectively. Subjects
were asked to provide their perception of quality on a continuous linear scale that was divided into five equal
regions marked with “Bad”, “Poor”, “Fair”, “Good” and “Excellent”, respectively. Each image was rated by
20-25 subjects. The raw scores for each subject were converted into Z-scores and rescaled within each dataset to
fill the range from 1 to 100. Mean opinion score (MOS) and the standard deviation between subjective scores
were then computed for each image.

Three measures are computed to quantify the performance of the proposed quality assessment method.
First, following the suggestions given in the video quality experts group Phase I FR-TV test, we use a 4-
parameter logistic function to provide a nonlinear mapping between the objective and subjective scores.32 Figure
6 shows the scatter plots (in which each data point represents one test image) of true mean opinion score
(MOS) versus the predicted score by the proposed method after the nonlinear mapping. After such a nonlinear
mapping, the correlation coefficient between the predicted and true subjective scores is calculated to evaluate
prediction accuracy. Second, the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient is computed to evaluate prediction
monotonicity. Finally, to evaluate prediction consistency, the outlier ratio is used, which is defined as the
percentage of predictions outside the range of ±2 standard deviations between subjective scores.

To the best of our knowledge, no other RR quality assessment method has been proposed that (1) aims for
general-purpose image quality assessment (as opposed to distortion- or application-specific), and (2) uses such
small amount of information about the reference image as compared to the proposed method. Therefore, we
choose a set of full-reference quality assessment models for comparison, which include peak signal-to-noise-ratio
(PSNR), Lubin’s Sarnoff model,33–35 and the structural similarity (SSIM) index.36, 37 Although such comparison
is highly unfair to the proposed method (because all other methods require full access to the reference images,
while the proposed method uses only 18 scalar features), it provides a useful indication about the relative
performance of the proposed method. Specifically, Lubin’s Sarnoff model and the SSIM index give roughly the
performance of state-of-the-art full-reference quality assessment methods.

The performance evaluation results are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the proposed method performs
quite well for a wide range of distortion types. Specifically, for five of the seven datasets, the proposed method pro-
vides better prediction accuracy (higher correlation coefficients), better prediction monotonicity (higher Spear-
man rank-order correlation coefficients) and better prediction consistency (lower outlier ratios) than PSNR,
which is the most widely used full-reference image quality measure in the image processing literature. Therefore,
we believe the proposed method is a reasonable and useful choice in practical RR quality assessment systems. It
needs to be emphasized that none of the other methods being compared can be used in this scenario.

4. DISCUSSION

We propose a wavelet domain information distance measure for RR image quality assessment. Experiments with
a large image database demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method. Several properties of the proposed
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Dataset 7:               
Transmission error images
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Dataset 6:             
Gaussian blurred images
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Dataset 5:           
Gaussian noise images
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Dataset 2:     
JPEG2000 images
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Figure 6. Scatter plots of mean opinion score (MOS) versus model prediction for the seven image datasets in the LIVE
database. Each data point represents one test image in the database.



Table 1. Performance evaluation of image quality measures using the LIVE database. JP2: JPEG2000 dataset; JPG:
JPEG dataset; Noise: white Gaussian noise dataset; Blur: Gaussian blur dataset; Error: transmission error dataset.

Dataset JP2(1) JP2(2) JPG(1) JPG(2) Noise Blur Error
# of images 87 82 87 88 145 145 145

Correlation Coefficient (prediction accuracy)
Proposed 0.9353 0.9490 0.8452 0.9695 0.8889 0.8872 0.9175
PSNR 0.9337 0.8948 0.9015 0.9136 0.9866 0.7742 0.8811
Sarnoff 0.9706 0.9650 0.9589 0.9837 0.9631 0.9480 0.9144
MSSIM 0.9675 0.9668 0.9646 0.9856 0.9706 0.9361 0.9439

Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient (prediction monotonicity)
Proposed 0.9298 0.9470 0.8332 0.8908 0.8639 0.9145 0.9162
PSNR 0.9231 0.8816 0.8907 0.8077 0.9855 0.7729 0.8785
Sarnoff 0.9668 0.9565 0.9528 0.8904 0.9411 0.9381 0.9048
MSSIM 0.9566 0.9677 0.9572 0.9441 0.9718 0.9421 0.9497

Outlier Ratio (prediction consistency)
Proposed 0.0690 0.0366 0.1839 0.0341 0.1793 0.1172 0.0621
PSNR 0.0805 0.0976 0.0920 0.1818 0.0000 0.2069 0.1517
Sarnoff 0.0000 0.0366 0.0115 0.0000 0.0345 0.0276 0.0552
MSSIM 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0114 0.0000 0.0414 0.0345

method may be of interest for real-world users. First, it is a general-purpose method that performs well for a
wide range of distortion types, as opposed to application-specific methods that are designed or trained for some
specific types of distortions (e.g., block-DCT and wavelet-based image/video compression). Second, it has a
relatively low data rate for representing RR features (currently only 18 features/image, or 162 bits/image after
quantization). Third, the method is easy to implement, computationally efficient, and only uses a few parameters.
Fourth, since the measurement is based on marginal distributions of wavelet coefficients, the method is insensitive
to small geometric distortions such as spatial translation, rotation and scaling.

Although it has been widely noted that the marginal distributions of oriented bandpass filter responses of
natural images have important connections with human visual perception of images,14–16 their relationship
with subjective image quality has not been tested. The experimental results presented in this paper represent
a simple initial step toward confirmation of such a connection. In the future, the method may be further
improved by incorporating joint statistics of wavelet coefficients (e.g.11, 21, 38–41), which are much more powerful
in characterizing the statistical structures of natural images.
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